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Sugarcane is the major feedstock used in Brazil for biofuel production and is one of the largest commodities of the agribusiness in the State of São Paulo. Bioethanol production is dependent on sucrose as the major starting material. Increased competitiveness in the Brazilian Sugarcane Industry is anticipated pending the increase in total biomass yield and the avoidance of the use of new land for farming. In addition, efficient use of bagasse as biomass is vital to the net yield for the entire production chain. This project aims to generate the draft sequence from two specific sugarcane cultivars (R570 and SP80-3280) so that tools are generated for understanding genome polyploidy variation, enable gene discovery and generate a knowledge based molecular infrastructure. Basic research will benefit not only from gene discovery but from the identification of regulatory sequences involved in sucrose metabolism, carbon partitioning in the plant and responses to restrictive water supply. Breeding programs will have access to the development of new molecular markers. Sugarcane polyploid genome is the result of a recent hybrid cross between *Saccharum officinarum* and *S. spontaneum*. Available resources are an EST collection generated by SUCEST, array hybridization profiles generated from SUCESTFUN and a collection R570 BAC clones. The BIOEN program also constructed an SP80-3280 BAC library which will be screened for homologous R570 BAC sequenced locus in order to address allelic variation not only in coding regions but also within regulatory sequences. Transposable elements (TEs) mapping onto these sequenced BACs, array based expression profiles and insertion polymorphism study will provide information on their association with genetic diversity in sugarcane crop design. The ultimate goal is to contribute with a large scientific community effort to improve sugarcane breeding and develop a systems biology based approach in sugarcane plant biology.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS TO DATE AND PERSPECTIVES

Over 400 sugarcane BAC clones have been sequenced and 280 of these have been thoroughly examined for their TE content. Classification of the elements was made using broad lineage classification as DNA transposons, Ty1/Copia and Ty3/Gypsy, both LTR-retrotransposons whose broad expression pattern is depicted in Figure 1. These BAC clones were selected for different set of genes and display no particular TE enrichment except for a larger proportion of LTR-retrotransposons. Preliminary results suggest a negative correlation of Ty3/Gypsy elements with gene rich regions. scALE LTR retrotransposons belong to Ty1/Copia lineage and were the most abundant transcript in SUCEST. In this particular case, copy number correlates with higher expression level suggesting that this element is potentially active. From the BAC collection, a BAC containing the rDNA cluster and another centromeric sequences were used in FISH experiments Figure 2. Individual families had distinct transcript and sRNA mapping profiles (Figure 3), suggesting that they are differentially expressed and regulated. The Ale1 family was particularly unusual in that it had 'body-gene'-like sRNA pattern, it is the most transcriptionally active LTR-RT in sugarcane and is concentrated in euchromatic regions. Overall, our results support the TEs could impact the genome in different ways at the family levels.
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